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An important problem in the representation theory of artinian rings is to 
obtain a charcterization of rings of finite representation type (see [2, 7, 16, 
201). We recall that a ring R is of finite representation type if R is both left 
and right artinian and there is only a finite number of isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable finitely generated R-modules. The main tools for studying 
the representation theory of hereditary artinian rings are partial Coxeter 
functors and Coxeter functors (see [4, 8, 10, 141). They are successfuly 
applied in the investigation of hereditary rings of finite representation type 
[8, 9-12, 141. 
In the present paper we study partial Coxeter functors for hereditary 
artinian rings and we use them as a tool for studying right pure semisimple 
hereditary rings (which are close to rings of finite representation type). 
We recall that for any ring R the right pure global dimension r.P.gl.dim R 
and the left pure global dimension l.P.gl.dim R are defined [19-21, 261. 
There is an interesting problem how to characterize rings R with 
r.P.gl.dim R = 0 which are exactly those right artinian rings R all of whose 
right R-modules are algebraically compact [ 19, 20, 261 or, equivalently, all 
of whose right R-modules are direct sums of modules of finite length. A ring 
R with r.P.gl.dim R = 0 is called right pure semisimple [25-271. 
It is well known that any ring of finite representation type is both left and 
right pure semisimple 12, 20, 23, 251 and the converse implication also holds 
true [2, 15, 201. However, it is still an open question if a right pure 
semisimple ring R is of finite representation type or, equivalently, if 
r.P.gl.dim R = 0 implies l.P.gl.dim R = 0 (see [29]). A positive solution of 
this problem is given by Auslander [3] for artin algebras. He also discusses 
the problem for arbitrary left artinian rings (see also 1181). We recall that a 
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ring R is an artin algebra if the center C of R is artinian and R is a finitely 
generated C-module. 
In this paper we discuss the above problem for hereditary rings. One of 
our main results asserts that every right pure semisimple ring R which is 
either hereditary or has radical square zero is of finite representation type 
provided the factor ring R/J(R) is an artin algebra. Here J(R) denotes the 
Jacobson radical of R. We also prove that an arbitrary hereditary ring R is 
of finite representation type if and only if R is left artinian, right pure 
semisimple and for any pair X+ Y of indecomposable finitely generated 
preprojective right R-modules connected by an irreducible map the ring 
End(X@ Y)/J* End(X@ Y) is left artinian. 
Unfortunately, we were unable to solve our problem even for arbitrary 
hereditary rings. However, we show that the following three statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) Every right pure semisimple hereditary ring is of finite represen- 
tation type. 
(b) Every right pure semisimple hereditary ring is left artinian. 
(c) If F, G are division rings and FMG is an F-G-bimodule such that 
the triangular matrix ring (c; F?) is right pure semisimple, then dim,M is 
finite. 
The methods we use in the paper are those of species and their represen- 
tations, partial Coxeter functors, irreducible maps, almost split sequences, 
preprojective modules, and functor categories. 
The organization of this article is as follows: Section 1 fixes some notation 
and gives a review of some elementary facts about species, their represen- 
tations, and partial Coxeter functors. In particular, we obtain for a species 
A necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an associated 
infinite sequence of partial Coxeter functors. The conditions are in terms of 
almost split sequences of preprojective representations of A and in terms of 
endomorphism rings of preprojective representations of .A 
In Section 2 we collect some properties of arbitrary right pure semisimple 
rings. In Section 3 we restrict our considerations to right pure semisimple 
hereditary rings. In particular, we prove the results mentioned above. 
Some results of this article were announced in [3 I]. 
Throughout the paper R denotes a ring with unity and J =J(R) denotes 
the Jacobson radical of R. We denote by Mod-R and R-Mod the categories 
of all right and left R-modules, respectively, and by mod-R and R-mod the 
corresponding categories of finitely generated modules. Given X and Y in 
mod-R we define 
J(X, Y) = {fE Hom,(X, Y), 1, -gfis invertible for every g E Hom,(Y,X)}. 
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Given n > 1 we denote by J”(X, Y) the set of all composed R- 
homomorphisms of the form 
x~&~x,~x*+ a** -+x,-, AX,=Y 
with fi E J(Xi- , , Xi). It is easy to see that these formulas define subfunctors 
J” c J of the two-variable functor 
Horn,: (mod-R)OP x mod-R -+ db. 
J = J(mod-R) is called the Jacobson radical of the category mod-R (see [ 1, 
2, 25, 261). Observe that J(X, X) = J(End(X)) for every module X. 
Moreover, if X and Y are indecomposable in mod-R and End(X) is a local 
ring, then J(X, Y) consists of all nonisomorphisms from X to Y. 
We recall from [6] that a homomorphism f: X -t Y is irreducible if f is 
neither a splittable monomorphism nor a splittable epimorphism, and for any 
commutative diagram 
f 
X-Y 
either g is a splittable monomorphism or h is a splittable epimorphism. 
It is easy to check that for indecomposable modules X and Y in mod-R 
over an artinian ring R a homomorphism f: X + Y is irreducible if and only 
iffE J(X, Y) and f & 5*(X, Y). 
We recall from [5], that for an artin ring R, an exact sequence 
0 +A + fB + gC -+ 0 in mod-R is said to be almost split if it is not split, A 
and C are indecomposable, and in addition it has the following equivalent 
two properties. (a) Given any map h: U-1 C which is not a splittable 
epimorphism, there is a map t: U+ B such that gt = h. (b) Given any map 
h: A -+ V which is not a splittable monomorphism, there is a map t: B + V 
such that tf = h (use the proof of Proposition 4.1 in [5]). 
1. SPECIES AND PARTIAL COXETER FUNCTORS 
We recall from [ 161 that a species A = (F,, iM,)l,j,l is a set of division 
rings F, and Fi - Fj-bimodules {Mj, i #j (not necessarily finite dimensional). 
Throughout we will suppose that A’ is a species such that iA4, # 0 implies 
that &Vi = 0, and that the set I is finite. The species A’ is said to be finite 
dimensional if the dimensions 
d, = dim(iMj),j and dji = dim,,(,Mj) 
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are finite for all i #j [lo]. J will be called left (resp. right) finite dimen- 
sional if JUj is finite dimensional over Fj (resp. over Fi) for all i #j. From 
J we derive an oriented valued graph (not necessarily symmetrizable) 
(r, d, Q) with valued edges 
1 . 
(dti, d/i) 
4 
precisely when iMj # 0. The tensor ring of M is the tensor ring 
T= T,(M)=F@14&14’2’@ . . . @MC”‘@ ..a, 
where F is the product of all rings Fi, i E I, M = @i,j iMj is considered to 
be an F-F-bimodule in a natural way, and Mtk’ is the tensor product over F 
of k copies of M. 
Given a species J = (Fi, iMj)i,je,, a right representation of J is a 
system X = (xi9 jvli)i,jcl3 where Xi is a right F,-module and 
jpi: Xi @Ji Mj + Xj is an Fj-linear map for all i, j E Z (the tensor product is 
taken over Fi). The left representation of J is defined similarly. A right 
representation X is called finite dimensional if all modules Xi are finite 
dimensional. A homomorphism f = (A): X + X’ is given by Pi-linear maps 
f;:: Xi+ Xi such that &vi = j&(A @ 1). We denote by S’(J) (resp. by 
P(A)) the category of all right representations of x (resp. all left represen- 
tations of JQ and by ‘20 (resp. by e(J)) the full subcategory of 9(-H) 
(resp. of L&H)) consisting of all finite dimensional representations ( ee [ 14, 
24, 301). We know from [ 13, 301 that there are natural equivalences of 
categories 
s(m E Mod-T,(M) and P’(-lu) z T,(M)-Mod. 
If A= (F, G, FMG), we write 9&MG) instead of 9(J). In this case we 
have T,(M) g (r; F?). 
For every i E I we define a representation Fi = (Xi, jpi) putting Xi = Fi, 
Xj = 0 for j # i and joi = 0 for all i, j E I. It is clear that each Fi is simple in 
.9(J’) and that F, is projective (resp. injective) in 9(J if and only if k is 
a sink (resp. source) in the valued graph (r, d, Q) of J (see [ 141). 
The following well-known result will be frequently used in the paper. We 
include it for the convenience of the reader. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let M = (Fi, iMj)i,jE, be a species. Denote by T the 
tensor ring of -4 and by J = J(T) the Jacobson radical of T. Then the valued 
graph (r, d, Q) of & has no oriented cycles if and only if M”“’ = 0 for some 
m. If Mm) = 0, then 
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(a) J=M@M’*‘@ . . . @M’“-“. 
(b) The simple representations F,, i E I, form a complete list of all 
nonisomorphie simple objects in b(J). 
(c) T is right (resp. left) artinian if and only if dim(,MJ,, (resp. 
dim,,(,Mj)) is jinite for all i, j E I. In this case there is an equivalence 
‘2(J) z mod-T and T is right hereditary (resp. e(A) z T-mod and T is Zeft 
hereditary). 
(d) rfh,: Pi--t Fi is a projective cover of Fi in mod-T, then hi induces a 
ring isomorphism End(P,) -+ F, and there are F, - Fj-bimodule isomorphisms 
)Mj z Hom,(Pi, P,)/J2(Pj, Pi) 
and ring isomorphisms 
End(Pj @ Pi)/J(End(Pj @ Pi))’ z 
for all i, j E I. 
(e) There exists an irreducible map Pj -+ Pi if and only if there is an 
arrow i-j in (r, J2). 
(f) For any i, j E I there is an F, - Fj-bimodule isomorphism 
Ext(Fj, Fi) z Hom,,(jMi, Fi). 
The proof is left to the reader (consult [ 13, Section 10; 30; 24, Section 2). 
Let A= (Fi, iMj)ijs, be a species and suppose that the oriented valued 
graph (I’, d, Q) of JICI contains no oriented cycles. Given a source k (resp. 
sink) in (r, d, a), we define as in [lo] a new species Ak = (Fi, iNj)r,je, by 
taking 
ilvj = kMj for j f k (resp. = jM$ for i = k) 
= iMj for j f k (resp. for i f k), 
where kMi = Hom,,(,M,, Fi) and iMjk = Hom,JjMk, F)). ff A’ is right finite 
dimensional, k is a sink, and dimFJjMk) is finite for all j E I, then Jk is 
right finite dimensional and by Proposition 1.1 there are natural equivalences 
,z (4 E mod-T,(M) and 4 (,n”) z mod-T,(N). 
Moreover, there exists a pair of partial Coxeter functors in the sense of [4] 
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having the following properties: 
(CT) S; is left adjoint to Sl. 
(c:) Suppose X is an indecomposable r presentation i  h(A). Then 
(i) SiX = 0 if and only if X g F,, 
(ii) if SZX # 0, then there is a natural isomorphism 
s,s:x = x. 
(cl) If X and Y are indecomposable in 4(J) and S:X # 0, S:Y # 0 
then SC induces an isomorphism Hom(X, Y) 2 Hom(S:X, Sly). 
(cl) If 0 +X + Y -+ Z -+ 0 is an almost split sequence in a(J) with 
X noninjective and S:X # 0, then the induced sequence 0+ SlX + S:Y --+ 
S:Z -9 0 is also almost split. 
The analogous statements with S: and S; interchanged will be denote 
(c;),..., (c;) (see [4]). 
The functor Sl can be defined as follows (see [ 141): Given X = (Xi, jpi) 
in b(A) we define S:X = ( Yi, j ~jl&, where Yi = Xi for i # k and Yk is the 
left hand-term in the exact sequence 
0-r Y,X @ xj@jA4k (koj’ +x,. 
jeI 
The map j~k: Yk @ jMi --f Yj = Xj corresponds to jok via the natural 
isomorphism Hom,,(Y, @ jMi, A?,) 2 HomFk( Yk, Xj @ jM,). The functor S; 
is defined analogously. 
We will need the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose we have a pair of partial Coxeter functors S:, S, 
and let X, Y be indecomposable representations in e(A) such that SlX f 0 
and S:Y # 0. Then 57: induces an isomorphism J’(X, Y) 1 J’(SzX, S: Y). 
Throughout this paper we will assume that M is a species and that the 
valued graph of M is connected. 
Now let A= (F,, iMj)i,jzl be a right finite dimensional species and 
suppose that the valued graph (r, d, Q) of M has no oriented cycles. Then 
there exists an admissible sequence kl,..., k, in (r, 0) (see [14]). Having 
such a sequence we define a sequence {k;} wherej runs through all integers. 
We put 
k(=kril if j>O, j=tn+r,O<r<n 
= k n-r+ I if j < 0, -- = tn + r, 0 < r < n, 
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Moreover, for any integer m we define inductively the species J(“” by 
putting .A(‘) = A and 
&MO = (&m - l))k&, for m 2 1 
= (&m+ 1) > kh form < -1. 
We denote by (r, d”, am) the oriented valued graph of Acrn). We say that A 
has the right (resp. left) finite dimension property if the species Xcrn) are 
finite dimensional for all m > 0 (resp. for all m < 0). J has the finite 
dimension property if it has both the left and the right finite dimension 
property [lo]. It is easy to see that the finite dimension properties do not 
depend of the choice of admissible sequence k,,..., k,. 
If & has the right finite dimension property, we have a right sequence of 
partial Coxeter jiinctors of d 
s: s+ 
cox;: 4(x) iFL3 &e)F’t ::.z ,(+em-‘));-“-t *(dfCm)) i? * * * ) 
si Srn 
and if A has the left finite dimension property, we have a left sequence of 
partial Coxeter functors of A 
where ST and S,: is the pair of partial Coxeter functors corresponding to the 
sink kj-, in (r, dj- ‘, tin’- ‘). We denote by F$’ the simple projective represen- 
tation in h@‘(j)) corresponding to the sink l$. 
The following lemma plays a basic role in our further considerations. In 
its proof we use an idea from [4, Proposition 1.17; 7, Proposition 11. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A = (Fi, iMj)i,jer be a species. Suppose that the valued 
graph (I, d, 52) of A has no oriented cycles and that J is rightfinite dimen- 
sional. For any i E I denote by P, + F, the projective cover of Fi in h(A). 
Then for any sink k in (T, d, Jz) we have 
(1) If d, = dim,JjMk) is finite for every j -+ k in (I, 0) and the maps 
U{ E Hom(F,, P,), t = l,..., sj, are such that their residue maps iii form a 
basis of Hom(F,, Pj)/J2(Fk, Pj) z jhfk over End(Pj) z Fj, then the exact 
sequence 
O-+F,& @ d,P,+Y+O 
j-k 
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is almost split in &+Q, where dVPj denotes the direct sum of d, copies of Pj 
and u = (u{) is the map induced by ui, t = I,..., sj, j-t k. 
(2) If there exist an almost split sequence 
in *(A), then 
O+F,AX+Y-tO 
0) X = @j-k d,Pj; 
(ii) if we express u in the form u = (uj), t = l,..., sj, j-+ k, where 
ui E Hom(F,, FJ, then for every j the maps Gi E Hom(F,, Pi)/J2(F,, Pj) 
form a basis over End(Pj). 
ProoJ (1) First we will prove that every nonzero nonisomorphism 
f: P + Q between indecomposable projectives in a(A) is a sum of composed 
maps of the form 
P--fi,Q,+... -+Qm-l&Q,=Q, (*) 
where each Qi is projective indecomposable and each fl is irreducible. We 
use induction on the length l(Cokerf ). Obviously f is irreducible if Coker f is 
simple. Suppose l(Cokerf) = n > 1. If f is not irreducible, then f E J*(P, Q) 
and thereforef, is a finite sum of composed maps of the form P -f; Q; -+ Q, 
where Q; is indecomposable projective and f/ E J(P, Q;), g, E J(Qi, Q). By 
the inductive assumptionf,’ and g, have the required form and consequently f 
has. 
Now we will prove that the map u is left almost split by showing that 
every nonisomorphism f: F, -+ X with X indecomposable can be factored 
through u. Suppose first X is projective nonisomorphic with F,. By the first 
part of the prooff is a sum of maps of the form (*) with P = F, and Q = X. 
If m is the length of the shortest map of the form (*) appearing in this sum, 
then f E s”(P, Q). Since fi is irreducible, then by Proposition 1.1 there exists 
j + k in (r, LJ) such that Q 1 z Pi. Now by our assumption fi has the form 
f, = w, u + v,, where w, E Hom(Oj dtiPj, Q,) and U, E J*(F,, Q1). Hence f
has the form f = wu + U, where u E Hom(Gi dtiPj, X) and u E J” “(Fk, X). 
We know that for every s, J’(F,, X) c J(7@4))S and, therefore, is zero for 
some s. Now, if m + 1 = s, then u = 0 and we get the required factorization 
of J If m + 1 < s, then applying an easy induction we reduce to the above 
case. 
Next suppose X is nonprojective and let h: P--t X be a projective cover of 
X. Then we have a commutative diagram 
F, -!L@ dtiPj I 
I‘\, 
/ f’ : If" 
1 
XAP 
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Since obviously f’ is not splittable, then by the previous part f’ =f”u for 
some f”. Consequently u is left almost split. Moreover, it follows 
immediately from our assumptions that u is left minimal. Then the exact 
sequence in (1) is almost split. 
(2) Suppose we have an almost split sequence 0 -+ FkjU X + Y + 0. 
Using arguments from the end of the proof of (1) we show that X is 
projective. Since u is irreducible, then by Proposition 1.1 every indecom- 
posable direct summand of X has the form Pj for some j+ k. Now it is not 
hard to check by applying Proposition 1.1 that (i) and (ii) hold and we leave 
it to the reader. 
From Lemma 1.3 immediately follows 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let .M be a right ftnite dimensional species. Suppose 
that the valued graph (I, d, 0) of 4 has no oriented cycles and let F, be a 
simple projective in ,z(,n? corresponding to the sink k in (I, d, f2). Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) In e(J) there exists an almost split sequence 
O+F,-,X+Y+O. 
(2) dim,JjM,) is finite for every j E I. 
(3) The species Jk is right finite dimensional. 
Now we are going to discuss connections between the finite dimension 
property of A and some properties of preprojective representations in 4 (A’). 
Let R be a right artinian right hereditary ring. Following Dlab-Ringel we 
say that a module P in mod-R is preprojective if the number of 
nonisomorphic indecomposable modules X satisfying Horn@, P) # 0 is 
finite. For representations of species we have the following result. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let J be a species with the right finite dimension property 
and let Cox,; be the right sequence of partial Coxeter functors of J defined 
by using an admissible sequence k 1,.,., k, in the oriented valued graph 
(I, d, 0) of A. If we put P, = F,, and Pi = S; em* S;F$ for i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 
then 
(a> PO,..., P,-, are all indecomposable projective representations in 
4-4 
(b) An indecomposable representation X in b(M) is preprojective tf 
and only tf X = P, for some i. 
Proof. We will prove by induction that (a) holds for all species M, A@‘), 
M2’,.... Given i, we consider a sequence Pr’ = F$, Pji) = SF+ 1 . -. S;+iFfjT,!‘, 
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j = 1, 2, 3 )...) of representations in +@“). Suppose that t < II - 1 and that 
p(i) 
0 I..., Pjfl i are projective for all i > 0. We will prove that Pj”, i > 0, are 
projective by showing that Ext(Pi”, X) = 0 for every indecomposable 
representation X in #(.(‘)). For this purpose consider an extension in 
b(N)) 
where X is indecomposable. If ST+ i X # 0, then by [4, Theorem 2.3(a)] we 
derive the exact sequence 
which splits because its right-hand term is isomorphic with Pi’_+,” and 
therefore is projective by the inductive assumption. It follows from (c:) that 
h is a split epimorphism. Now suppose that S,?+ I X = 0. By (cl), X r F$ is 
simple projective, and since t < iz - 1, then by the arguments used at the end 
of the proof of Proposition 2.4 in [ 141 h is a split epimorphism. Conse- 
quently Pj” is projective and (a) follows. 
(b) It follows from (c:) that every Pi, i > 0, is preprojective. Now 
suppose that X is an indecomposable preprojective nonprojective represen- 
tation in h(M) and let Xi,..., X, be all indecomposables in k(Z) with the 
property Hom(X,, X) # 0. Denote by E the endomorphism ring of 
X, @ . .. @X,. Let f: P -+ X be a projective cover of X. Since X is not 
projective, then by [28, Lemma I.11 fE J(P, X). Furthermore, by the choice 
of x, ,#..) X, we have Jm(P, X) cJ(E)“’ for every m. Since E is semiprimary, 
there existsj such thatfE J’(P, X) andf@ Jj”(P, X). It follows that there is 
a sequence of irreducible maps 
P -+ x,, + *. . --, x,_, --f x. 
Then in order to finish the proof it sulkies to show that if there is an 
irreducible map P, -+ A where A is indecomposable, then A g Pj for some 
j > 1. For, we can suppose that B = S: +. St A # 0 because otherwise A 
has the required form. Then by (c:) and (c:) there is an irreducible 
map F$ + B and it follows from Lemma 1.3 that B is projective. Thus, B 
and hence A have the required form. The proof is complete. 
From Lemma 1.5 and its proof immediately follows 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let J be a species with the right Jnite dimension 
property and let X --f Y be an irreducible map where X and Y are indecom- 
posable in &4’). If one of the representations X, Y is preprojective, both are. 
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LEMMA 1.7. Let A and CoxJ; be as in Lemma 1.5 and let 
Q,=St (. . S:F,, where F,” is the simple injective in &NJ corresponding to 
the source k,. Then: 
(4 Qi is a nonzero indecomposable injective in b(@)) for 
i= l..... n - 1. 
(b) There is an equivalence of categories &4’cn’) Z e(M)op. 
(c) If some nonzero preprojective indecomposable representation in 
k(A) is injective, then #(&‘) is ofJinite representation type. 
ProoJ: (a) follows by induction similar to the statement (a) in Lemma 
1.5. 
(b) Let Ff:i” be the simple injective representation in b(@+‘)) 
corresponding to the source k;. It follows from (a) that F$-, and Si ..a 
S,f,,F$ , i=l,..., n - 1, are all pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable 
nonzerd-‘injective representations in b(&“)). Then (b) follows from [4, 
Theorem 5.41. 
(c) Let Q be a nonzero preprojective indecomposable injective 
representation i  b(M) and let Q’ be a nonzero simple quotient of Q. Since 
4(J) is hereditary, Q’ is injective. By using the same type of arguments as 
in the first part of the proof of Lemma 1.3 one can show that there is a chain 
of irreducible maps from Q to Q’. Then by Corollary 1.6, Q’ is prepro- 
jective. 
We claim that SCQ’ is nonzero and injective in k(.til)). Assume 
S:Q’ = 0. Then Q’ is simple projective injective and we get a contradiction 
with the assumption that (r, d, 0) is connected. Furthermore, it follows from 
(c;) and (c;) that if g: S:Q’ --t Y is a nonzero map and Y is indecom- 
posable in &@l)), then either Y is a simple injective or g is an 
isomorphism. Hence we conclude that every monomorphism S:Q’ + Z in 
*(J(l)) splits and therefore, S:Q’ is injective as we claimed. Note also that 
S:Q’ is preprojective. Continuing this way we will show that there is a 
nonzero preprojective indecomposable injective representation i  t(&-1)). 
Since (r, d, 0) is connected, then in view of (b) and Proposition 1.1 (e) every 
pair of indecomposable nonzero injective representations in e(M(“- ‘)) is 
connected through a chain o irreducible maps. Then by Corollary 1.6 all 
injective indecomposable representations in 4 (Jcn - ‘)) are preprojective. 
Since for every indecomposable X there is a nonzero map X + Q’ where Q’ 
is indecomposable injective, then a (&” - “) is of finite representation type 
and, therefore, so is &#). The proof is now complete. 
Remark. By using the arguments above we can prove the results 
announced in [lo]. The same method is used in [ 111. 
Now we are able to prove one of the main result of this section. 
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THEOREM 1.8. Let M= (Fi, i~~)i,jer be a right finite dimensional 
species and suppose that the oriented valued graph (T, d, f2) of M is 
connected and has no oriented cycles. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) d has the right finite dimension property. 
(2) For every noninjective indecomposable preprojective representation 
X in *(M) there exists an almost split sequence 
O-+X+Y-+Z+O 
where Y and Z are preprojective. 
(3) For every pair of nonisomorphic indecomposable preprojective 
representations X and A in r(M) the dimension of Hom(X, A)/J’(X, A) 
over the division ring FA = End(A)/J End(A) is finite. 
(4) If X and Y are indecomposable preprojective representations in 
a(M) connected through an irreducible map X -+ Y, then the ring 
End(X @ Y)/(J End(X @ Y))’ is left artinian. 
Proof (I) -+ (2): Given an admissible sequence kl,..., k, in (r, d, Cl), 
there exists the sequence Cox-> of partial Coxeter functors. If X is indecom- 
posable preprojective in b(M), then by Lemma 1.5 there exists m such that 
Sri .a. S: X = Fit’ is the simple projective in &M(“‘)) corresponding to the 
sink k;. We know from Lemma 1.3 that there exists an almost split 
sequence 
where A is projective. Since v is irreducible, then by Corollary 1.6, B is 
preprojective. Suppose S; . . . S; B # 0. Then in view of (c;) the value of the 
functor S; . .. S; on the above almost split sequence is the required almost 
split sequence in (2). Next suppose S; a.. S;B = 0. It follows that 
s,: . . . S;B = F& is simple injective preprojective in *(M(‘-“) for some i. 
Then by Lemma 1.7, 2(&-l)) is of finite representation type and hence so 
is 4(M). Consequently (2) follows. 
(2)+ (3): Suppose Hom(X, A)/J*(X, A) # 0 where X and A are 
indecomposable preprojective in h(M). First suppose that A is injective. 
Then by Proposition 1.10 below the left End(A)-module Hom(X, A) is 
noetherian and hence Hom(X, A)/J’(X, A) is finite dimensional over F,. 
Next suppose A is not injective. Hence X is not injective because a(4 is 
hereditary. Then by our assumption there exists an almost split sequence 
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in +(&). Write Y = A, @ ..* @ A, @ Y’ where A, z A for i = l,..., s, and Y’ 
has no summands isomorphic with A. Denote by u,: X + Ai the composition 
of u and the natural projection Y + A,. It is easy to see that U1 ,..., z& E 
Hom(X, A)/J’(X, A) form a basis over FA and, therefore, (3) follows. 
In order to prove (3) + (1) and (4) --+ (1) fix an admissible sequence 
k ,,..., k, in (r, d, 52) and consider the species Jcrn’ = (Fi, iMjm)), m > 1. 
defined by using the sequence {k(}. Suppose that Jcrn) is right finite dimen- 
sional for 1 < m < i. Then we have an interval of Cox; 
*WI 
s: z h(&1)) ;t . . . 2 *(&-l)) - Sf ,(#i)). 
si s ; 
Under the assumption that either (3) or (4) holds we will prove that Jut ‘) 
is right finite dimensional by showing that dim,,(jM$) is finite for every 
arrow j --t k: in (r, d”‘, Q”‘). Fix such j and denote by P = Pji’ the projective 
cover of the simple Fji) in h@)). Then by Proposition 1.1 there is a ring 
isomorphism End(P) r F, and an F,-isomorphism Hom(F$, P) z ,M$. For 
any 1 < t < I consider preprojective representations 
A, = S,- . . . S,F;? and B, = S; ..a S;P 
in a(&(‘-‘I). If A, # 0 and B, # 0, then by (c;) we have ring isomorphisms 
End(B,) z End(P) z Fj and in view of Lemma 1.2 we have an Fj- 
isomorphism 
Hom(A,, B,)/J2(A,, B,) z jM$J. (*) 
Hence if we suppose (3) and A, # 0, B, # 0, then dimq(jMiy) is finite. 
Moreover, observe that A, = 0 implies B, = 0. To see this, suppose A, = 0 
and B, # 0. By (CT), A, is simple injective for some t < s < i. Since B, # 0, 
then, in view of (*), A, g B, and, therefore, we get a contradiction Fc? z P. 
Now suppose B, # 0. Then A, # 0 and by (c;) we have a rmg 
isomorphism 
End(A, @ B,)/(J End(A, 0 B,))’ g End(F$ @ P)/(JEnd(F$ @ P))‘. 
Thus, if we assume (4) holds, then these rings are left artinian and we 
conclude from Proposition 1.1 (d) that dimF,(&y) is finite. 
Next suppose B, = 0. By (c;) there exists 1 < s < t such that B, # 0 is 
simple injective. We know that A, # 0 and, by Proposition 1.10, 
Hom(A,, B,) is left noetherian as a module over End(B,) z Fj. Hence 
dim,j(jM$) is finite by (*). 
Now we conclude from Corollary 1.4 that .,@+i) is right finite dimen- 
sional and the implications (3) + (1) and (4) + (1) follow. 
481.‘71/1 14 
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It remains to show that (1) implies (4). To do this fix an admissible 
sequence k, ,..., k, in (r, d, 0) and consider the sequence Cox;. Suppose X 
and Y are indecomposable preprojectives in b(J) connected through an 
irreducible mapf: X + Y. By Lemma 1.5, X has the form X = S; ... S;Ft! 
for some t, where Ff) is the simple projective in +@) corresponding to the 
sink ki in (r, d(‘), QtO). It is clear that S.,? .-- S:(J) is an irreducible map 
and we conclude from Lemma 1.3 and Proposition 1.1 that 
s: -. . S:Y = Pj’) is a projective cover of the simple Fj” corresponding to 
some j+ k: in (r, a”‘). Now by (c:) and Proposition 1.1(d) we have ring 
isomorphisms 
End(X @ Y)/(J End(X @ Y))’ 
g End(Fq 0 Pj”)/(J End(FT @ P$)’ 
Since &(I) is finite dimensional, (4) follows and the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let A be a left finite dimensional species and suppose 
that the valued graph (I, d, 0) of A’ has no oriented cycles. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) M has the left finite dimension property. 
(2) For every indecomposable noninjective preprojective representation 
X in $4) there exists an almost split sequence 
O-+X-+Y+Z+O 
where Y and Z are preprojective. 
(3) If X and Y are indecomposable preprojective representations in 
t(J) connected through an irreducible map X -+ Y, then the ring 
End(X 0 Y)/(J End(X 0 Y))’ is lefi artinian. 
ProoJ Given a species A = (F,, iMj)i,is, we construct a new one JV = 
(flp, iNj)j,jE, putting iNj = jM,. Since there is an obvious equivalence of 
categories e(A) z ++‘), X has the left finite dimension property if and 
only if A’- has the right one. Then the corollary is an immediate consequence 
of the previous theorem. 
Remark. It would be interesting to know if Corollary 1.9 remains true 
after replacing (2) and (3) by appropriate statements (2’) and (3’) with X 
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and Y preinjective representations in *(A’). One can check that if X has 
both left and right finite dimension properties, then (2’) and (3’) hold. 
In the proof of Theorem 1.8 we applied the following result announced in 
[27, Proposition 2.11. We also will use it in the next section. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let M, P, Q be objects of an abelian category !?2. 
Suppose that P is projective and Q is injective. Then: 
(a) Zf A4 is noetherian, then the right End(P)-module Hom(P, M) is 
noetherian and the Zeft End(Q)-module Hom(M, Q) satisfies the descending 
chain condition for finitely generated left submodules. 
(b) Zf M is artinian, then the left End(Q)-module Hom(M, Q) is 
noetherian and the right End(P)-module satisfies the descending chain 
condition for finitely generated right submodules. 
(c) Zf B has arbitrary coproducts, M is artinian, and P is projective of 
finite type, then the right End(P)-module Hom(P, M) is artinian. 
Proof. We will use arguments applied in [26, Proposition 3.101. We 
prove the first part of (a) by showing that every ascending chain 
N, c N, c . . . c Nj c . . . of finitely generated right End(P)-submodules of 
Hom(P, M) terminates. Consider such a chain and for every j fix generators 
& ,..., fjn, of Nj over End(P). Obviously we have a commutative diagram 
where P*l denotes the direct sum of nj copies of P, fj = W;.,,...,fi,) is the 
induced map, and gj is the matrix map derived from the equalities 
f;.i=~:fi+Ikgjk~ gjk E End(P), 
obtained from the inclusions Nj c Nj+r. Since M is noetherian, the chain 
Imf,cImf,cImf,c ... terminates. Suppose Im f, = Im f, + 1 = -- a . By the 
projectivity of P there are maps h,: P”j+ P”i+l such that fjhj =fi+ 1 for j > m. 
Hence we conclude that N, 2 Nj+ , for j > m and, therefore, N,,, = N,,, + 1 = ..a 
as we claimed. 
The second part of (a) and statement (c) can be proved in a similar way. 
Since (b) is dual to (a), the proof is complete. 
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2. PURE SEMISIMPLE RINGS 
We recall that a short exact sequence of right R-modules is pure if it 
remains exact when tensoring it with any left module. A module is pure- 
projective (resp. pure-injective) if it is projective (resp. injective) with respect 
to pure epimorphisms (resp. pure monomorphisms). It is well known that a 
module M is pure-injective if and only if M is algebraically compact. 
A ring R is said to be right (resp. left) pure semisimple if every right 
(resp. left) R-module is pure-projective or, equivalently, if every right (resp. 
left) R-module is algebraically compact. 
For the convenience of the reader we collect some results on pure 
semisimple rings. We start with the following 
THEOREM 2.1. A ring R is both left and right pure semisimple tf and 
only $R is offinite representation type. 
Proof [2, Theorem 3.1; 201. See also [25, Theorem 3.1; 23, Corollary 
4.4; IS]. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Auslander [ 3 1). Any right pure semisimple artin algebra 
is of finite representation type. 
Throughout this paper we denote by fp, and R fp the categories offinitely 
presented right and left R-modules, respectively. We denote by fpiP-Mod the 
category of all additive contravariant functors from fpR to the category of 
abelian groups. The category fpiP-Mod is said to be perfect if each of its flat 
objects is projective [25, 261. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a ring. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is right pure semisimple. 
(2) R is right artinian and every right R-module is a direct sum of 
jkitely generated modules. 
(3) R is right artinian and every indecomposable right R-module is 
finitely generated. 
(4) R is right noetherian and tf 
M,&M,+ . . . -+M++M,+,+ . . . 
is a sequence of monomorphisms of indecomposable modules in mod-R, then 
there is an integer n such that fj is an isomorphism for j > n. 
(5) R is right artinian and if 
M,--fi,M2+ . . . -+MM,-fi-,M,+p .a. 
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is a sequence of nonisomorphisms between indecomposable modules in mod- 
R then f,,f,-, ... f, = 0 for some n > 1. 
(6) The functor category fpiP-Mod is perfect. 
(7) Every object in j&-Mod is coperfect, i.e., satisfies the descending 
chain condition for finitely generated subobjects. 
(8) The functor category R fp-Mod is locally noetherian. 
(9) R is a direct sum of indecomposable right ideals and the 
endomorphism ring E, = End(X) of any right R-module X has the property 
that Ex/J(E,) is regular in the sense of von Neumann and idempotents can 
be lifted modulo the Jacobson radical J(E,) in E,. 
Proof. The equivalence (1) et (8) is proved in [ 19, 201 (see also [27]), 
(1) ++ (9) is proved in [22], and the remaining equivalences are proved in 
125-291 (see also [2, 3, 151). 
We collect some basic properties of right pure semisimple rings in the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let R be a right pure semisimple ring. Then 
(a) If S is the endomorphism ring of a minimal injective cogenerator 
Q in mod-R, then the map X ++ Hom,(X, Q) defines an equivalence of 
categories 
mod-R z (s fp)Op. 
Moreover, S is left artinian and right pure semisimple. 
(b) For every nonprojective indecomposable module X in mod-R there 
exists an almost split sequence 0 + U -+ V --) X + 0. 
(c) Given finitely presented left R-modules A and B, the left End(B)- 
module Hom,(A, B) is noetherian. 
(d) Given modules X and Y in mod-R, the right End(X)-module 
Hom,(X, Y) is artinian. 
(e) If R is left artinian and hereditary, then there is an equivalence of 
categories mod-R 2i a(AR), where MR is the species of R. 
Proof. (a) An easy calculation shows that mod-R z (,fp)Op and hence 
sfp is abelian. Thus, S is left coherent and, therefore, S is left noetherian 
because sfp is noetherian. Since R is right pure semisimple, then by Theorem 
2.3 the category 
(mod-R)OP-Mod 2 s fp-Mod 
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is perfect. Now by [28, Corollary 2.21 S is right pure semisimple and, 
therefore, right artinian. Hence S is left artinian since S is semiprimary and 
left noetherian. 
(b) Take S as in (a). Since S is right pure semisimple, then by 
Theorem 2.3 the category 
sfp-Mod z (mod-R)““-Mod 
is locally noetherian. Then given a nonprojective indecomposable module X 
in mod-R, we have a minimal projective resolution in (mod-R)oP-Mod 
O+h,L hv~J(-,x)+O 
with U and V in mod-R, where h, = Hom,(-,A). It follows that the 
sequence 0+ U -? V -9 X + 0 is almost split and (b) follows. 
(c) If A and B are modules in J$, then the Yoneda lemma yields 
Horn,@, B) g (hB, hA) where h* = Hom,( Y, -): R fp + Ab is the Yoneda 
functor. Since we know from Theorem 2.3 that ,fpMod is locally 
noetherian, by Proposition 1.10 (hB, hA) is a right noetherian module over the 
ring End(ha) z End(B)OP and (c) follows. 
(d) By (a) we have a duality mod-R z (sfp)op, where S is right pure 
semisimple. Then (d) is an immediate consequence of (c). 
Since (e) follows from [30, Theorem 4.51, the proposition is proved. 
3. RIGHT PURE SEMISIMPLE HEREDITARY RINGS 
In this section we study right pure semisimple hereditary rings. In 
particular we discuss the following problem stated in the introduction: When 
is a hereditary right pure semisimple ring of finite representation type? Our 
first main result is the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let & = (Fi, iMj)f,,E, be a finite dimensional species and 
suppose that S(J) is pure semisimple. Then 
(a) .M has the left finite dimension property. 
(b) IfA has the right finite dimension property, then a(J) is offinite 
representation type. 
Proof. Let T be the tensor ring of A. Since T is right pure semisimple, 
then T is right artinian and we know from Proposition 1.1 that the valued 
graph (r, d, 8) of J has no oriented cycles. Thus, by Proposition 1.1(c), T 
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is both left and right artinian because A’ is finite dimensional by the 
assumption. Hence we have equivalences 
*fp z T-mod E t?(A) and mod-T E Q’). 
Since T is right pure semisimple and left artinian, by Proposition 2.4(c) the 
endomorphism ring of any object in e(A) is left artinian. Hence applying 
Corollary 1.9 we conclude that A has the left finite dimension property and 
(a) follows. 
In order to prove (b) suppose that J has the right finite dimension 
property and denote by 9 the full subcategory of *(4 consisting of all 
preprojective representations. We are going to show that 9 has only a finite 
number of nonisomorphic indecomposable r presentations. 
First, we note that Y-Mod is semiperfect because the ring T is right 
artinian. Therefore, every simple y-module (i.e., object in Y-Mod) has the 
form hx/Jhx, where X is indecomposable in ,P, hX = Hom(X,-), and 
J=J(y) is the Jacobson radical of the category 9 (see [l, 2, 25, 261). 
Since A has the right finite dimension property, by Theorem 1.8 there exists 
an almost split sequence 
where Y and Z are in 9. It follows that u induces an epimorphism 
hY -+ J/t’ =J(X, -). Hence J/z’ is finitely generated and, therefore, every 
simple y-module is finitely presented. 
Now for any module X in 9 we consider a chain of y-submodules 
We will prove by induction on II that every PhX is finitely generated. We 
already have proved this for n = 1. Suppose J”hX is finitely generated. Since 
y/J-Mod is semisimple and N =J”hX/J”+‘hX is a finitely generated 9/J- 
module, N is semisimple and hence N is finitely presented as y-module since 
we know that every simple y-module is finitely presented. Therefore, J”+ ‘hX 
is finitely generated as we wanted. 
Now we claim that JmhX = 0 for some m and hence hX has a finite 
composition series. Since .%‘(A) is pure semisimple, then by Theorem 2.3 
the functor category &K)“P-Mod is perfect. It follows from [26, Theorem 
5.41 that P’P-Mod is also perfect and hence Y-Mod is coperfect in the sense 
that every y-module satisfies the descending chain condition for finitely 
generated submodules. Then the chain (*) terminates. Suppose 
J”hX = P+ ‘hx = JJ*hX. Now the Nakayama lemma yields J”hX = 0 as we 
claimed. 
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Consequently, for every ind~composable representation X in 9 the 
functor hX has a finite composition series. Then by [2, Proposition 2.21 there 
is only a finite number of pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable r presen- 
tations P in 9’ such that hX(P) = Hom(X, P) # 0. Applying this to all simple 
representations X in 4(J) which are preprojective we conclude that 9 has 
only a finite number of pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable represen- 
tations. 
In view of Lemma 1.7, in order to prove that @‘) is of finite represen- 
‘tation type it is enough to show that 9 contains a nonzero injective 
representation. Assume to the contrary that 5” contains no nonzero injective 
representations. Since J has the right finite dimension property, then by 
Theorem 1.8 for every nonzero indecomposable X in 9 there is an 
irreducible map X 3 Y where Y is an indecomposable in 9. Since we know 
that 9 has finitely many nonisomorphic indecomposables, then there is a 
cycle of irreducible maps 
x+x,-+.*. -+x,4x,+,=x, 
where Xi are ~decomposable preprojective. Choose t such that Yi = 
3: ,I. S:Xi f 0 for i = l,..., B + I and Y, is projective for some i. Since 
&@“) is hereditary, we get a cycle of irreducible maps between indecom- 
posable projectives Y + Y, -+ . . . -+ Y, + i = Y. This is a contradiction 
because Proposition 1.1 implies that the valued graph (F, d(l), fz”‘) contains 
a oriented cycle. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let R be a hereditary ring. Then R is of finite 
representation type if and only if R is right pure semisimple, left artinian and 
for any pair X -+ Y of ~nde~omposable preproJ’ective right R-modules 
connected through an irreda~ible map the ring End{X @ Y)/(J End(X@ Y))’ 
is left artinian. 
Proof. If R is either of finite representation type or is right pure 
semisimple and left artinian then by Proposition 2.4(e), there is an 
equivaience mod-R z a(&). Then the corollary is an immediate conse- 
quence of Theorems 1.8 and 3.1. 
Our second main result of this Section is the following. 
THEOREM 3.3. The hollowing statements are ~uivale~t: 
(a) Every right pure semisimple hereditary ring is of finite represen- 
tation type. 
(b) Every right pure semisimple hereditary ring is left artinian. 
(c) Ij’F, G are division rings and FMo is an ~-~-bimodule such that 
the ring ( c: q) is right pure semisimple, then dim, M is finite. 
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Proof. The implications (a) + (b) + (c) are obvious. 
(c) -+ (a): Let R be a right pure semisimple hereditary ring. In view of 
Proposition 2.4, without loss of generality we can suppose that R is left 
artinian and we have an equivalence mod-R z +(J), where A =-lr, = 
tFi, i"j)i,jcl is the species of R. We know from Proposition 1.1 that M is 
finite dimensional. In view of Theorem 3.1, in order to prove that R is of 
finite representation type it is sufficient to show that M has the right finite 
dimension property or, equivalently, that every bimodule iMj has the finite 
dimension property. If P, is a projective cover of the simple representation 
F,, then by Proposition 1.1 we have 
@4j)-mod-(~,’ iT) z mod-End(P, @ P,)/(J End(Pi @ Pj))’ 
and, therefore, L%!‘(~M~) is pure semisimple because by [30, Lemma 4.21 the 
ring End(P, GJ Pj) is right pure semisimple. Then by our assumption, 
dim,J,MJ is finite and hence we have a pair of partial Coxeter functors 
such that St (Fj) = 0, where iMj = Hom,,(iMj, Fi) is also finite dimensional 
over Pi. Hence 
+w;) = (2; i$ 
and by appropriate properties of partial Coxeter functors we have an 
equivalence of quotient categories 
Q14j)/% = a(iM;)/z3 
where ‘u (resp. 8) is the two-sided ideal in the category #(,MJ (resp. in 
a(iM$) consisting of maps which factor through a direct sum of the simple 
projective representation Fj in @4j) (resp. simple injective representation Fj
in 4(&V;)). Now applying the same method as in [28, Proposition 2.11 one 
can prove that 9(&) is also pure semisimple. Hence, by (c), dim,,(&) is 
finite and again we have a pair of partial Coxeter functors 
where $47 = Horn, (,Mj, Fj). We can conclude as before that dim, (,.M$ is 
finite, and contin&g this procedure we will prove that all iterated dual 
bimodules of JUj are finite dimensional and consequently that the species A 
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has the right finite dimension property. Then by Theorem 3.1 the ring R is of 
finite representation type and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Now we apply some of the above results to prove the following: 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let R be a right pure semisimple ring and suppose that 
R/J is a product of division rings each of which is finite dimensional over its 
center. Then R is of Jinite representation type ly one of the following 
conditions holds: 
(i) R is hereditary. 
(ii) J2 = 0. 
(iii) R is quasi-Frobenius and J3 = 0. 
Proo$ (a) Suppose R is hereditary. By Proposition 2.4 there is an 
equivalence (mod-R)oP E S-mod where S is left artinian, basic, and right 
pure semisimple. It follows that S is both left and right hereditary. Then by 
Proposition 2.4(e) we have mod-S E +Q, where MS = (F,, iMj)i,js,, 
S/J(S) = 0, Fi, and J(S)/J(S)’ = @ iMj. Since we suppose that R/J is an 
artin algebra, then also S/J(S) is an artin algebra and therefore every 
division ring Fi is finitely generated over its center. Since S is both left and 
right artinian, the species &s is finite dimensional and it follows from [ 12, 
Proposition 1.31 that MS has the right finite dimension property. Since 
9’(J) is pure semisimple, then by Theorem 3.1, b(As) is of finite represen- 
tation type. It follows that R is of finite representation type and the theorem 
is proved in the case (a). 
(b) If J2 = 0, then by [ 161 there is an equivalence 
where mod denotes the category of modules modulo projectives (see [5]). 
Since R is right pure semisimple, it follows from [28, Proposition 2.11 that 
the hereditary ring (“c, &) = A is right pure semisimple. Hence, by (a), A is 
of finite representation type and, therefore, so is R. 
(c) Since R is right pure semisimple, so is R/J’, and by (b) R/J’ is of 
finite representation type. On the other hand, since R is self-injective, any 
indecomposable nonprojective R-module is a module over R/J2 (see [ 17, 
Lemma 2.21). It follows that R is of finite representation type. 
Note added in proof: Actually we are able to prove that a right pure semisimple PI-ring is 
of finite representation type if either R is local or R is I-hereditary in the sense that every local 
one-sided ideal in R is projective. By applying the vector space categories technique we reduce 
the problem to the hereditary case we solved in this paper. The solution in the I-hereditary 
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case can be found in the author’s note, Right pure semisimple structures of division rings, 
Torun, No. 6 (1980). 
We hope that by using the matrix problems technique, the Kleisli categories technique and 
the theory of partial Coxeter functors for special Kleisli categories we would be. able to prove 
the above theorem for arbitrary PI-rings. 
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